DuoTherm Roofing Systems

ashandlacy.com

AshGrid™

AshGrid™ DuoTherm
The tried & tested spacer system solution

In today’s market, AshGrid has evolved to offer performance-led solutions for new
build and refurbishment projects worldwide, remaining adaptable to a broad range of
applications including twin-skin roofing, vertical and horizontal cladding, firewalls and
asbestos encapsulation.
The first spacer system of its kind, trusted for over 30 years by clients worldwide and used
on 5 continents – Europe, Africa, Australasia, North America and Asia with over 9000 miles
of AshGrid bar system manufactured to date. Our global strategic partners including
St Gobain (SA), FK Group, Knauf, Rockwool, Brett Martin, Filon & Stemcor.
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Trusted by clients through a continued programme of research
and innovative development.

System Overview
AshGrid DuoTherm is the latest innovation from Ash & Lacy, combining our
tried and trusted AshGrid spacer systems with non-combustible thermal
insulation, a choice of standing seam or profiled sheet coverings, solid
and acoustic liner, and all the fixings and ancillaries required for a
comprehensive systemised solution.
AshGrid DuoTherm provides a high-performance manufacturing capability to produce
cover sheet lengths of up to 11.5m in a myriad of materials and finishes allowing you

Top sheet 32/1000 or AshZip 400

access to a high-performance complete system for roofing and walling that meets
even the most ambitious project specifications

Key Features

AshGrid AG40 Bar

- Suitable for new build and refurbishment projects
- Perforated and solid liners produced in 5 different profile
options, also available with swages
- Sheet length capability of 11.5m for profile sheet and 17m
for standing seam

Liner 32/1000 or 19/1000

- A range of bracket depths to accommodate up to 420mm
insulation and U values as low as 0.11

- GRP Rooflights available in matching profiles
- Mobile site roll-forming available for longer,
continuous standing seam profiles

System Overview
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- UK manufactured according to ISO:9001 and ISO: 14001

Innovation Built-In
Ash & Lacy has a reputation for innovation, realising products that
leverage technology, creating new opportunities and delivering
competitive advantage to our clients.
AshGrid™ DuoTherm represents substantial progress in the development
of twin-skin roofing and cladding systems, providing benefits that expand
the scope of design and construction for a diverse range of projects and
sectors around the world.
We use the latest manufacturing technology, backed by extensive
engineering expertise to guarantee quality, performance, safety

Support

Rapid Dry

Safeloc

Adaptable

Warranty

Tested

Expert technical support throughout

Easy installation allowing for a rapid

Patented Safeloc technology

Adaptable to a wide range of wall and

25 – 40 year system warranties

Tested to high levels of

your project, to assist with technical

dry envelope and reduced operative

reduces the number of fixing points

roof applications, reducing the need for

available for complete peace of mind.

structural and fire performance

evaluations and project specific

time on site.

required, without compromising

multiple complex interface details.

detailing requirements.

Innovation Built-In

on structural performance.

by approval third parties.
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and longevity for every project.

Profiled Sheet

Aesthetic Options
We understand the importance of creating buildings that not only
perform well and stand the test of time, but look as good as they
were designed to be for many years to come. All our pre-coated
sheet material is carefully sourced from the most advanced coilcoating facilities in the world, meaning that our colour and finish
options are not only extensive, they’re also backed by the most
comprehensive guarantees available.

Roll-formed trapezoidal sheets provide a cost-effective, aesthetically linear finish. Whether laid vertically or horizontally as part of an
AshGrid DuoTherm roofing or walling system, they can contribute to a creating bold first-impression and simultaneously deliver significant
acoustic and thermal benefits.

Sheet Length:

1.2m - 11.5m

Profiles:

32/1000 and 19/1000 Trapezoidal

Materials:

Pre-coated Steel – Plastisol, Greencoat, PVDF

Colours:

BS & RAL Colour Spectrum, Metallics

Textures:

Leathergrain, Smooth, Embossed

As part of the AshGrid DuoTherm system, we offer a diverse range of materials,
colours and finishes for the external envelope to help realise your vision.

Standing Seam

Liner

AshZip standing seam is manufactured and BBA Certified for use as roof or wall cladding sheets. As part of the AshGrid DuoTherm system

An important factor in the technical performance of a roof structure, our walkable bright white liner sheets can be manufactured as

this material offers a high degree of design freedom, together with excellent technical performance characteristics, we’re able to offer

a solid or perforated finish, adding an element of acoustic performance benefit. Liner sheets manufactured from white pre-coated

solutions for tapered, convex and concave curved profiles, opening up significant creative opportunities.

steel also provide good light reflectivity and a easy clean surface.

Cover widths:

300mm & 400mm

Sheet Lengths:

Up to 11.5m

Profiles:

Flat pan and ribbed configurations

Profiles:

32/1000 and 19/1000 Trapezoidal

Materials:

Pre-coated Aluminium,

Materials:

Pre-coated Steel

Pre-coated Steel, Copper, Zinc

Colours:

Bright White

RAL Colour Spectrum, Alu Natur,

Variations:

Fully Perforated, Pan Perforated or Solid

Colours:

Zinc Coat, Stone / Concrete Effect
Textures:

Aesthetic Options

Smooth, Stucco Embossed, Brushed

AshGrid DuoTherm 100
Profiled Sheet Roof System
This fully comprehensive roofing system is suited to new-build or refurbishment
projects, depending on the combination of components specified. Adaptable to
roof structures from 4 degrees; roof constructions with thermal U values as
low as 0.11 are available, and up to Class A sound absorption capability.

32/1000 profile

Roll-formed pre-coated steel sheets can be fixed seamlessly to the AshGrid
spacer system, with mineral wool insulation and liner incorporated according to
your specification, making the entire design and installation process simple.

Flexible roof design options
with simple installation

A range of fixings, complimentary flashings, sealants and other accessories
are available on request.

Sheet size:

1m width x up to 11.5m length

Anthracite Grey

Material Options: Pre-coated steel in 0.4mm, 0.5mm and 0.7mm
gauge options, anti-condensation option
Colour Options:

BS & RAL Colours, Metallics

Sheet Profiles:

Trapezoidal 32/1000 or 19/1000

Bracket Range:

60mm – 400mm

Goosewing Grey

19/1000 & 32/1000 Liner Profile

Key Benefits

Merlin Grey

- Easy installation on-site, with only 5 simple components
- Unique Safeloc technology reduces number of fixings required

Olive Green

- No Sway brackets required with ABV brackets
warranty options available

A full colour range is available on request
Systems

AshGrid DuoTherm 200
Firewall System
This robust firewall system has been engineered to provide an effective solution
for fire resistant external wall construction. Tested by independent UKAS
accredited third parties for up to 120 minutes integrity and options for 15- or
30-minute insulation, it is the ideal choice for new build projects where fire
resistance performance relies partly or fully on the external wall construction.

32/1000 profile

Roll-formed pre-coated steel sheets can be fixed seamlessly to the AshGrid
spacer system, with mineral wool insulation and liner incorporated according to

Simple to install BX48 system
hinged bracket support

your specification, making the entire design and installation process simple.
A range of fixings, complimentary flashings, sealants and other accessories
are available on request.

Anthracite Grey

Sheet size:

1m width x up to 11.5m length

Material Options: Pre-coated steel in 0.4mm, 0.5mm and 0.7mm gauge options
Colour Options:

BS & RAL Colours, Metallics

Sheet Profiles:

Trapezoidal 32/1000 or 19/1000

Bracket Range:

120mm – 200mm

Colour matched fixing heads

Goosewing Grey

BX48 bar

Key Benefits

Merlin Grey

- Easy installation on-site
- Variable configurations to meet individual specifications

Olive Green

- Third party tested up to 120mins fire resistance integrity
& 15 / 30mins insulation

warranty options available

Available as horizontal & vertical
outer sheet configurations

A full colour range is available on request
Systems

AshGrid DuoTherm 300

AG40 bar

Wall System
This fully comprehensive wall system is suited to new-build or refurbishment
projects, with or without added thermal insulation, depending on the
combination of components specified. Adaptable to vertical or horizontal
applications; wall constructions with thermal U values as low as 0.14 are
available, and up to Class A sound absorption capability.
Roll-formed pre-coated steel sheets can be fixed seamlessly to the AshGrid
spacer system, with mineral wool insulation and liner incorporated according to

High-performance
AB40 bracket

your specification, making the entire design and installation process simple.
A range of fixings, complimentary flashings, sealants and other accessories
are available on request.

Anthracite Grey

Sheet size:

1m width x up to 11.5m length

Material Options: Pre-coated steel in 0.4mm, 0.5mm and 0.7mm gauge options
Colour Options:

BS & RAL Colours, Metallics

Sheet Profiles:

Trapezoidal 32/1000 or 19/1000

Bracket Range:

60mm – 280mm

Goosewing Grey

Merlin Grey

Key Benefits

Colour matched fixing heads

32/1000 profile

- Easy installation on-site
- Seamless interfacing with DuoTherm 100 Roof System

Olive Green

- Simple and effective vapour control
warranty options available

A full colour range is available on request
Systems

AshGrid DuoTherm 400

Flat Pan or Ribbed Profiles
Mineral Wool Insulation

Standing Seam Roof System
This high-performance roofing and walling system represents excellent value without
any compromise on quality, service, choice or the comprehensive range of design
and detailing options available. By incorporating thermal, structural and acoustic
components into the build-up, compatibility is ensured and excellent all-round
technical performance is achieved.
Manufactured using the latest production equipment and available in a variety of
materials and finishes, the standing seam solution has proved to be an unbeatable

Halter brackets to suit a
range of cavity depths

choice amongst both specifiers and contractors.
A range of fixings, complimentary flashings, sealants and other accessories are available
on request

Sheet size:

Euramax Anthracite

300mm / 400mm cover widths

Material Options: 3000 Series Aluminium, G275 pre-coated steel
Coating Options:

PVF2, PVdF, ARS, Plastisol, Zinc

Colour Options:

BS & RAL Colours, Metallics, AluNatur & Eurazinc Ranges

Sheet Profiles:

Flat Pan or Ribbed

Bracket Range:

60mm – 400mm

Euramax Classic Copper

AG40 bar

Euramax Clear

Key Benefits
- Containerised mobile roll-forming capability
- Vast range of acoustic build-up options

Euramax Patinated Copper

- Tapered and curved sheets available
- Roof pitches as low as 1.5degrees
- BBA Approved

warranty options available

APPROVAL
INSPECTION
TESTING
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE 06/4301

A full colour range is available on request
Systems

Technical Support Services
We understand that every project brings its own unique set of challenges.
That’s why our team of in-house engineers and industry experts are here
to provide advice and design support throughout the specification
development process – from architectural stage all the way through
to completion on-site.
Ash & Lacy offer a wide range of support services tailored to meet your individual project
needs and early engagement often allows us to add even more value to your design.

Talk to us today if we can help you with:
U Value Calculations

Building Regulations Advice

Wind Load Calculations

Pull-out testing

Material Take-Off Calculations

Revit / TEKLA modelling

Specification and Detailing

NBS Specifications

Contact our support team on 0121 525 1444
or email buildingproducts@ashandlacy.com

Technical Support Services

Safety Accreditations

We take our responsibility as a manufacturer
very seriously. But don’t take our word for it –
all Ash & Lacy rainscreen cladding systems are
tested and accredited to the latest industry
standards by notable third-party organisations
ensuring that all the critical components, namely
the support systems, fixings and accessories are
included within the scope of assessment for
added reassurance.

Structural Performance - SCI assessment

We take pride in producing products to the
highest quality standards, and continue to
invest in more sustainable, environmentallyfriendly processes both in-house and
throughout our supply chains.
We’ve summarised the extent of our system testing and
quality accreditations in this section for ease of reference.

Quality Accreditations
		Non-fragility to ACR(M)001:2014

ISO 9001

SCI Assessed is an established quality mark that is awarded to testify

Our solid and perforated liners have been tested to the latest

ISO9001 s defined as the international standard that specifies

that manufacturers’ technical data has been independently verified

industry standard applicable to any large element roof assembly

requirements for a quality management system. Organisations

by SCI. The scheme provides reliability for the performance

and any accessories which may be fitted on it. This standard

use the standard to demonstrate the ability to consistently

data offered by suppliers particularly where, for example,

provides reassurance that the particular element can support the

provide products and services that meet customer and

the product is new or the performance values are based
on testing or calculation methods outside the scope of

instantaneous loads imposed by a person stumbling or falling onto
it, which is an important factor for health and safety on-site.

established standards.

BBA Certification
BS476 - Fire Resistance

Ash & Lacy products that have been certified by the

The BS 476 fire resistance test on a firewall

BBA as safe and fit-for purpose are also subjected to

is a severe test of the stability, integrity
and insulation characteristics of a fire
separating wall. The furnace temperature
reaches approximately 1200 degrees
C at the end of exposure and is
accompanied by a high level of
radiant heat.

continuous assessment through regular audits and

regulatory requirements.

		ISO 14001
ISO 14001:2015 Specifies the requirements for an
environmental management system that an organisation
can use to enhance its environmental performance.

inspections undertaken by qualified assessors on a
monthly basis. For specifiers and building owners, this
is an additional safeguard to ensure that our certified
products remain safe, compliant and that they are
manufactured consistently in line with approved
quality plans for years to come.

To access copies of our test reports or certificates,
contact our team at buildingproducts@ashandlacy.com
APPROVAL
INSPECTION
TESTING
CERTIFICATE
CERTIFICATE 06/4301

Assured Safety & Compliance

ISO 14001
Environmental

ashandlacy.com

Testing and Accreditations

Hortonwood 40, Telford, England

Hamad International Airport, Qatar

Building Use: Commercial

Building Use: Commercial

System: AshGrid DuoTherm 100 & 300

System: AshGrid DuoTherm 400

Thermal Performance Walls: 0.18 U-value

Thermal Performance: 0.25 U-value

Thermal Performance Roof: 0.26 U-value

Acoustic Performance: Class A sound absorption

The Project

The Project

This 123,000 sq ft unit forms part of a growing

As part of preparations for hosting the FIFA World

series of developments at Telford Business Park.

Cup Qatar 2022, the second expansion phase at

A 25-year warrantied AshGrid DuoTherm system

Hamad International Airport features a spectacular

was selected for the roof and walls, with Ash &

180,000m2 unique curved roof structure using

Lacy’s engineering team providing U value and

AshGrid DuoTherm’s 40-year warrantied

wind-load calculations as required by the

system. The additional infrastructure will

client, and assisting with site inspections

increase the airport’s capacity to more than

for quality assurance purposes on site.

53 million passengers annually by 2022.

Case Study

Case Study

Royal Hospital for Sick Children,
Edinburgh, Scotland

GEMS Primary Academy, Didcot, England

Building Use: Healthcare

System: AshGrid DuoTherm 400

System: AshGrid DuoTherm 400

Thermal Performance: 0.18 U-value

Thermal Performance: 0.18 U-value

Acoustic Performance: Class A Sound Absorption

Building Use: Education

Acoustic Performance: Class A Sound Absorption

The Project

The Project

This £180M facility has 1,800 rooms over 50,000m²

This new-build 277-pupil school was built as part of

in a modern, high-quality setting in Edinburgh.

the DofE’s construction framework. The roof was

The specification of the AshGrid DuoTherm system

required to achieve specific sound reduction criteria,

was developed not only to provide the highest of

which was complied with via acoustically tested

thermal standards, but acoustic performance

AshGrid DuoTherm systems, some of which are

was equally critical. The design intent called

tested to Cinema and Airport specification

for a series of tapered and straight sheets to

levels. Our technical department were

ensure that the curved plan of the roof was

heavily involved from an early stage

achieved without the need for junctions.

assisting Architects and Engineers Atkins with the detailed design.

Case Study

Case Study

Glasgow

Ash & Lacy Building Systems Ltd.
Bromford Lane, West Bromwich, B70 7JJ
T. 0121 525 1444
E. buildingproducts@ashandlacy.com
W. ashandlacy.com

Glasgow 0141 950 6040
Birmingham 0121 525 1444
Devon 01404 549100
London 020 8391 9700

Birmingham

London
Devon

